Year 3 Curriculum Map: Spring 2
ENGLISH
I was a Rat! By Philip Pullman






Draw inferences on a characters’ thoughts,
actions and motives and use evidence to
justify inferences
Identify word families based on common
words
Use inverted commas to puinctuate direct
speech
Use homophones and near homophones

HISTORY
Ancient Greeks




Explore the significance of artefacts
Identifying and comparing different political
systems
Order significant events throughout Ancient
Greek history

MATHS
Statistics, Measurement and Fractions








Interpret and present data in tables,
pictograms and bar charts.
Measure and compare lengths
Measure the perimeter of 2-D shapes
Count up and down in tenths
Recognise, write and find fractions of
discrete objects
Add fractions with the same denominator
Compare and order fractions

What can artefacts tell us about
the past?
This half term, we will be exploring ancient artefacts.
We will be using these, alongside our English text
and other resources to develop our understanding of
the past. We will make comparisons between our
lives and the lives of past generations.

COMPUTING
Coding













Invasion games
Communication and team work skills
Development of hand-eye coordination
Development of fundamental movement
skills






MUSIC
Primary Robins Music Lessons



Healthy Me




Use our voices with increasing accuracy,
fluency, control and expression
Appreciate and understand a wide range of
music drawn from different traditions

ART




Understand how exercise effects our bodies
and know why our heart and lungs are
important
Understand how some substances can be
harmful
Set fitness goasl

Investigate and identify the significance of
Greek pottery
Sculpt coil pots using clay
Design and evaluate ideas.

RE

PSHCE



Describe the different floweing parts of a
plant
Explain the requirements needed for plants
for life and growth
Investigate the way in which water is
transported in plants
Investigate and describe the life cycle of a
plant

Sculpture – Greek Pottery

Numbers 11-20
Months and days of the year
Dates and birthdays

PE
Indoor Atheltics, Hockey and skills development

Plants

FRENCH
Bon Anniversaire

Design and write a code for a program
Write a program that stimulates a physical
system
Learn to debug a simple program

SCIENCE

How do people express their beliefs through the
arts?




Explore how people express their feelings
Discuss how religious symbols convey
meaning without words
Explore how Jesus’ life is shown in art

Key Vocabulary
Maths

English

Science

Topic

interpret

determiner

roots

ancient

pictogram

clause

leaves

artefacts

fraction

consonant

pollination

olympics

tenth

vowel

nutrients

symbols

whole

preposition

germination

coding

perimeter

prefix

dispersal

debug

length

homophone

flower

algorithm

